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Development Challenges & Implementation Risks
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Fielding of new and advanced technologies such as AI is a challenge for the DoD and all Federal
Government.
The current methodologies have proven unsuccessful in meeting the task of providing the
requirements to the warfighter to face the challenges of the modern battlefield (Kendall, 2017).
Recent case study on the two-decade process of developing biometrics.
• “Effective military innovation can only occur through an integrated approach that takes into
account the interdependent elements of technology development, acquisition planning,
doctrinal design, and warfighting strategy” (Voelz, 2016, p. 180).
Defense Science Board (2018) study on the DoD’s Acquisition of software intensive programs
Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC) as the coordinating focal point for the DoD
2020 CRS Report, “DOD may need to continue to adjust its Acquisition process to account for
rapidly evolving technologies such as AI”
2019 RAND Report, the DoD should utilize and adapt acquisition approaches that are
“appropriate for the technology”
Current process management and control tools as used are ineffective
PMs cannot respond to issues in a timely manner, delaying the delivery of promised capabilities to
the services.
This study examined how three methodologies, Earned Value Management (EVM), Knowledge Value
Added (KVA), and Integrated Risk Management (IRM), can be used effectively to meet these
development challenges and address risks to implementation.

Method One: Earned Value Management
“The Traditional Way”

Method Two: Knowledge Value Added
“Provides Common Units of Value”

P(X) = Y
Fundamental assumptions:
1. If X = Y no value has been added.
2. “value” ∝ “change”
3. “change” can be measured by the amount of knowledge required to make
change.
So “value”∝ “change” ∝“amount of knowledge required to make the change”

Method Three: Integrated Risk Management
“Forecasts Risks”

Comparison of Methods for Project Analytics
•
•

Choosing a methodology depends on the nature of the project
EVM only needs the management team to track the cost and schedule of the project compared to the baseline as there
is no goal alignment with the organization
• If the software is not complex or consists of known processes, EVM sufficiently monitors its progress
• Integrating software and hardware is also complicated with EVM
• EVM is more efficient when used to manage the physical creation of systems or infrastructure

•

KVA only needs the analyst and process owner, as the subject matter expert, to determine the value of a process’s
output, supporting the need to align the project with an organization’s productivity goals
• KVA can provide an objective, ratio-scale measure of value and cost for each core process and its subprocesses
within any IS system
• Using the two measurements, managers can then analyze productivity ratios information, such as ROK and ROI,
to determine the efficiency of a process compared to the resources used to achieve the output

•

IRM requires organizational leadership, portfolio and project managers, and the analyst to determine how a project fits
within an organization’s portfolio, the uncertainties in the project estimates, and potential strategic options
• IRM provides a prediction of a project’s likely performance, which allows managers to build in flexibility via real
options at the appropriate locations within the project
• IRM quantifies risks and forecast performance probabilities for measures of the potential success for programs
and components of programs using historical and contemporaneous data

•

Combining the KVA results with IRM allows managers to iterate the value of the system , risks and uncertainties, while
also providing strategic real options analysis of alternatives through Monte Carlo simulation and other techniques. Can
also be combined with EVM

Combinations of EVM, KVA, IRM
•
•

•

EVM remains the only program management methodology for all DoD acquisition programs
However, there are significant limitations when using EVM for AI acquisitions, the major weakness being
that it was not designed for managing AI acquisitions that follow a very iterative pathway.
• Organic AI acquisitions require a given level of flexibility to deal with the unknowns that arise
during the development process.
• EVM does not provide a common unit of value metric to enable standard productivity metrics,
such as ROI.
• If an AI acquisition program is trending toward cost and schedule overruns, but the resulting value
added of the modifications to the original requirements provides disproportionate increases in
value, EVM is not designed to recognize this increase in value.
To remedy the shortcomings of EVM in AI acquisitions, the methodology can be combined with KVA and
IRM
• Example use case is during the requirements phase of EVM by ensuring that a given AI acquisition
is aligned with organizational strategy and that a baseline process model has been developed for
establishing current performance before acquisition of the supporting AI.
• A future process model (IRM) that estimates the value added (KVA) of the incorporation of the AI
can also set expectations that can be measured against the baseline model (EVM) after the AI has
been acquired.
• IRM can also be used to forecast the value of strategic real options flexibility that an acquired AI
may provide so that leadership can select the options that best fit their desired goals for the AI in
defense core processes.

Summary
 The growth of interest in AI is on the rise.
 The DoD Acquisition community is not optimally
postured for effectively assessing the performance in the
development of their AI programs.
 While EVM remains the only program management
methodology required by the U.S. government for all DoD
acquisition programs with a contract value exceeding $20
million, PMs can augment EVM with other methodologies
such as KVA and IRM.
 If you have any Questions/Comments, please use the chat
box or we can discuss after the final presentation.
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